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]OREWORD
Thetask of editing this book has
been long and arduous. We hope
it will remind you of the happy,
carefreedays spent during the year
1933-34 . Ifthis book is a source of

perpetual pleasureto you, bringing
back sweet memories,we
will feel repaid for
our efforts.

··t·

'DEDICATION
There is one who has toiled unceasinglyfor
the welfare of Carbon High. Through his
kindly assistancemany students have been
encouraged to climb to greater heights. In
him studentshave found a trustworthyfriend
who stands for high ideals and principals.

.

To this dear friendof every student

Norman Hamilton, we
dedicate this book.
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ADMINISTRATION

CAR RY ON
The curtain fall s for the C lass of 1934 . For th e
last time it marches through the ha lls of Carb o n
County H igh Schoo l and passes to other scenes and
The county and state have fulother experiences.
filled their obligation to thi s group of yo ung peop le;
the bond is con summated ; the paper s have been
signed, sealed and delivered . FINIS is wr itten.
Now the obligation shifts. Societ y a sks return s
It seek s that the habit s of inon its investment.
learned in
dustry, accuracy, and problem-solving
these class rooms be applied now in the home, on
the farm, or in industry . It expects t hat the standards of good sportsmanship acqui red on the f ield,
the floor, the track, on the side-lines be expressed
in codes of persona l honor and fair dealing in
business life and in social relationships . It require s
of the go od and
that ideals and appreciations
beautiful in life, which have been learned thr o ugh
study here, be exemplified by lives of worth y e ndeavor and upright citizenship in the future. This
is the c hallenge of society to the C lass of 1934.
Freighted with the love, t he hopes, and t he con fidence of parents, teachers , and friend s, the C la ss
of 1934 can give but one answer to that cha lle ng e :
"The Class of 1934 Wi ll Carry On."
Supt . W. W. Chri st e nse n.

W. W . C HRI STENSEN
Superintendent of the Carbon County
School District
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''LABOR IS LIFE"
To the Class of 1934: As t he doors of Carbon
High close behind you after four happy years, you
enter a new world, seemingly filled with people
more capab le than you . 'rou are entering this
new wo rld just at a period of great strife and
But there is always a place
economic disturbance.
for the person who is a little better than the masses.
It is up to you to see that you are better equipped
than the rest; lead the way and by showing
others the light you may find the way yourself.
We have tried to do our part but instruction ends
with the close of school, while education is continuous through life.
for it
is an advantage,
A college education
teaches us to meet new conditions and new people,
but it is not imparative for success because success
is obtainable only through sheer determination and
No matter what position
ambition to succeed.
you attain, there is one important thing to rememIs Life,' if you are professional or
ber-"Labor
laborer, you r place in life is important and see that
it is well done.
never was,
There is no failure for anyone-there
and never will be defeat except for those who
admit it. There is no bankrupt so poor as the man
Success is for you. Life
who loses his enthusiasm.
is good. Win or lose , if you can honestly say that
you have done your best, you are a success, for
the Great Judge will not ask you if you have won
did you play the game?"
or lost-but-"How
Norman Hamilton.

~
ifI .J,.:__
/

NORMAN
Principal Carbon

- ""'--.
~~

HAMILTON
County

Hi gh
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BOARD OF EDUCATION

ORSON GUYMON

GEORGE RUFF

Price

Salt Lake City

HENRY JONES

GEORGE OKEY

Helper

Clerk
Price
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WILLIAM

WOODHEAD

Kenilworth

DAVID

WILLIAMS

Manual

STEVE OLSEN

A rts

Art

At Carbon Si nee 1924

At Carbon Since 1919

SARAH

MALLANEY

Commer ce

English

At Carb o n Since 1918

At Carbon Since 1922

HAROLD

EDGAR WILLIAMS
Music
At Carbon

VICTOR WILLIAMS

BITH ELL

ERNEST JEPPSEN

Mathematics

Since 1923

Auto

At Carbon Since 1924

At Carbon Since 1928

/
BESS JONES

ANN

SIEFKE

Latin

Domestic Science

At Carbon Since 1926

At Carbon Since 1930
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Mechanics

!~~
CONNIE

VERNON MERRILL
Civics and

Domestic Arts

Hygiene

At Carbon Since 1930

At Carbon Since 1930

ALICE FLOYD

HER BERT ADAMSON
Science

Spanish

At Carbon Since 1931

At Carbon Since 1930

GEORGE

J . B. THOMPSON

1:LDON OTTESON

MORGAN

At Carbon Since 1932

Economics Sociology

Science

Commerce

At Carbon Since 1931

At Carbon Since 1931

VERONICA HEINLEIN

KATE SMITH

English

Physical Education

At Carbon Since 1931

At Carbon Since 1932
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CLAUDE

EGGERTSEN

LOUIS

H istory

Commerce

At Carbon Since 1932

At Carbon Since 1934

VIRGIE

lv1ULLINER

SEVILLE FLOWERS

English

Science

At Carbon Since 1932

At Ca rbon Since 1933

PRESTON SUMMERHAYS

/

HUNSAKER

HELEN

Ath let ics

Secretary

A t Carbon Since 1934

t-..1EMMOTT
to

Principal

At Carbon Since 1933

FLORENCE CHRISTENSEN

GLEN

English

GUYMON

English , Dramatic Art

At Carbon Since 1934

At Carbon Since 1934
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STUDENT

N. HAMILTON

COUNCIL

JOHN

VERNON MILLS

PEACOCK

VIVIAN

JACK

DON

SNOW

TEZAK

HARRY CLARK

KIMBALL RUGGERI

BURN

KATHERI NE MACKNIGHT

LEE

H . ADMSON

E. OTTESEN

VIVIAN

VIRGINIA

BESS JONES

DEON CHAPMAN

JONES

KAY BUNNELL
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LOUISE HVALA

STUDENT

COURT

LEE EMPEY

VERONICA

HEINLEIN

DAVID WILLIAMS
JIMMIE

REDFORD

KIMBALL RUGGERI
GENEVIEVE MALONEY

RAY HASSINGER

ELIZABETH STEVENSEN
NORMA HAMILTON

DARWIN

REESE

EARLENE DURANT
RUTH

GROUSSMAN
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~ tt c®{£1noriam

DOMINIC

DEMMAN
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CLASSES

MAUD CRAWF O RD
Vice-Presid ent

GENEVIEV E MAL O N EY
Treasurer

CLEO SHEPHERD
Secretary

LO U IE DeAN GE LES
A t hlet ic M anager

DON SNO W
Presid ent

-

SENIORS

No mere mortal can fittingly eulogize this group of youthful Adonis'
and Diana's, Lindbergh's and Paderewski's Socrates' and Darwin's ,
Lincoln's and Shakespeare's. This group of students entered the Carbon
'•
County High School in 1930 as a green group of Freshmen, since then
they have carried the banner of Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior
to unparalleled heights, a glorious climax to four years of achievement .
And now this noble class of '34 has come to the milepost which
marks the end of one of its great episodes-Graduation.
Our colors ,
red and white, are still the leaders, and our '34 is still on the hill as a
result of our athletic prowess. The work of the Seniors has left a mark
on the memory of every student. We wish to thank our advi sors, Miss,
Mulliner and Mr. Summerhay? for their help in making this year a success.
And now, we are on the threshold of a new life. As a class we wish
to thank the members of the Carbon High Faculty fo r the help they have
given us. We look back on our high school da ys as the happiest days
of our life, we are leaving Carbon High in body but not in spirit-we
shall ever strive to uphold the standards for which Carbon stand s.
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Glenna Allred
Connie Babcock
Lucille Babcock

Helen Barboglio
Marie Baxte r
John Bianco

Domininc Bonacci
Helen Bonacci
Jack Bottino

Agnes Branch
Julia Branch
Rupert Burgess

Vivian Burn
Marie Louise Cances
William

Cassady

Dean Clair
Harry C lark
Enlo C lontz

Ethel Coli
Elmer Collingham
Carl Cook

Joseph Corak
Martha Cortese
Alice Critchlow
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Lee Empey
Clell Davis
Sam Demman

Ruth Dennison
Beatrice Day
Norma Dennis

Barbara Dodge
Frank Eaquinta
Ray Downard

Grant Edwards
Jessie Ellis
Jack Curti s

Myrleen Evans
Frank Farlaino
Ruth Faddi s

Vera Fazzio
Nadine Glea son
Anne Georg elas

Boyd Gunder son
Norma Hamilton
Mazel Harmon

Ray Hassinger
Mercy Haycock

-Lylas Henrie
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Ellen Hemming
Edna Matson
Elizabeth Hu~st

Sadie Hur skaine r
Louise Hvala
LaVar John son

Louis Jone s
Mary Kavanagh
Keith Kissel

Isobel Kolling
Alma Krissman
LaRee Larsen

Virginia Lee
Loraine Liddell
Bevin MacBeth

Eddy Markosek
Gertrude

Marshall

Beth Hill

/

Vernon Mills
Wanda

Miner

Rosa Moynier

Charlotte

Moffitt

Bertha Moynier
Ruby Morgan
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Thelma Nezos
Naomi

Overlade

Harold

Patterick

Vivian

Peacock

Ellis Peacock
Peperakis

Angelina

Ferre ll Peterson
Edith Perry
Earl Perkowski

Emliy Piute
Pierce

Catherine

Edna Pulsypher

Lois Purdy
Alice

Rathmill

Norma Ranta

Redford

Jimmie

Maino Reichert
Brice Redd

Melba Richens
Hortence
Mary

Rule

Russ

Geno Saccomanno
Ida Salzette
Maxene Schlegel
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Gemma Seppi
Lorna Shelton
Olga Silvagni

Anna Skerl
Martina Skerl
Mary Skriner

Hannah Snow
Cecil Spigarelli
Irma Storrs

Grace Tallerico
John Tezak
June Thayn

Florence Thomas
Helen Thomas
Max Thorne

George. Tidwell
Henry Topolovec
Vion Wall

/

Genevieve

Williams

Maunty Whitmore
Ray White

Sanzo Yamaski
Yuta Yamaski
Lawrence Zobell
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JACK JONES

EARLENE DU RANT

DORR HANSON

Presid e nt

Vice- Presi d e nt

Secret ar y

JUNIORS
More cheers for the Juniors! This goes without saying, for people
are still applauding their huge success, the Junior Prom. This event, as
is always, was the most outstanding social event of the year and carried on
the tradition of forme~ classes by surpassing all other Junior Proms in
its originality and charm .
The Juniors, realizing that their years at Carbon are drawing to a
close, have made an effort to maintain their old standard of importance
and to achieve further honors. Our members have been active in interclass athletics; . we are proud that several are among the outstanding
athletes and lettermen of the school.
The talents of our class are scattered in many other fieldsdramatics, music, student government, and we made an enviable record
in inter-class and inter-mural debating.
High scholarship has been prevalent in the Junior Class; many of
our members are the most outstanding students of Carbon in their class
work, as well as in their activities.
We have been most fortunate in having at our helm Miss Veronica
Heinlein and Mr. Seville Flowers. Mr. S. A. Olson was our special advisor
It is due to their splendid work and to the
for Junior Prem decorations.
efforts of Jack Jones, who proved himself to be a competent leader, as
well as the other officers, that we have had as successful and happy year
as we have had. To them we owe a debt of gratitude.

Page
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Josephine
Gunda

Adams

Anderson

Doris Averett

Leona Babcock
Max Barlow
Ida Bean

Melba

Bean

Edith Beard
Elma Behunin

Alex Bene
Lois Berrett
Mary E. Beverage

Vonda Black
Bob Bowen
Virginia

Branch

Norman Bray
Harold

Brown

Pauline Bunnel

Alice Carlson
Ida Carlson
Hazel Chri stensen

Louise Christensen
Frances Coli
Ernest Cook
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Sam Cortese
Tom Cory
Lillian Dart

Fred Crogan
Anthon Dahlsrud
Juanita

Cowley

Eva Davis
Irene Day
Vonda Day

Lydia DeAngeles
Stello Diamanti
Winifred

Dhanes

Stella Draper
Elnora Evans
Nick Fasseline

Louise Fa ussett
Isaac Fazzio
Martha Fazzio

Cora Fuller
Winnie Garlick
John Georgelas

"Ciinton Gerber
Pauline Gordon
John Grako
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Ruth Groussman
Gladys Hanson
Karl Harmon

Florine Heaton
Marsdon Henningson
Freda Hreinson

Kiyo lkedo
Alice lsamoto
Marjorie Jeanselme

Doran Johnson
Thelma Johnson
Aaron Jones

Venice Jones
lvo Kissell
Fern Kofford

James Kissimatakis
Alyce Knobbs
Josephine

Lambson

/

Gust Lauris
Wanda

Leavitt

Barbara Liddell

Mary Littlejohn
Twila Lloyd
Katherine MacKnight
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Elsie Marionos
Maurer

Margaret
Ray Mills

Leo Monsen
Agnes Morgan
Clark Morgan

Neher Mortensen
Carl Newton
Sarah Nichols

Henry O'Bryan
Angelina O livetto
Fern Pakes

Arlien Peacock
Maurine Peacock
Elsie Pearson

Della Perry
Teresa Preamo
Grande

Prichard

Beth Prince
Aileen Radcliff
Gladys Rask

Annabell Ree:e
Helen Reese
Ted Reese
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Ardella

Rich

Elva Ruff
Kimball

Ruggeri

Allie Semken
Montez Shiner
Maxine Simmons

Oris Simmons
Earl Stevensen
Erma Stevensen

Pete Sutch
Randal l Tay lor
Marian Twiss

Edith Verde
Wilson Virden

•

Gus Vourous

Darrell Watkins
George Wilson
Edwin Wycherley

/

Elzar Wycherly
Alyce Zup on
David G ibson
( Post Graduate)

Norma Livings ton
( Post Graduate)

Edith Marshing
( Post Graduate)

Juanita Wilson
(Senior)
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WALLACE LLOYD
Vice- Presi d e nt

KAY BUNNELL
Pres id e nt

SOPHOMORES
The class of '36 entered school last fall with a new and stronger
determination to reach the last step on the ladder of success, having
overcome the timidity of Freshmen days.
Our colors are lavender and white and at the Get-Acquainted party
every Sophomore was seen wearing a small corsage of sweet peas representing our colors.
As Sophomores we have climbed the steps of Dramatics, Athletics,
Music, Debating, Society, and last but far from the least, the steps o·F
Education.
The Sophomores entered the Assembly contest with the determination to rank high in the decision. They chose an Indian theme and
carried this throughout the _assembly. It was very effective and we were
well pleased with it. We were well represented in the school play, "The
Whole Town's Talking," and also in the Kiwanis play, "Parents Are a
Problem."
The class elected Kay Bunnel as their president, and he with the
aid of the rest of the class officers and the advisors, Miss Christensen
and Mr. Hunsaker, has led the class up the ladder, step after step, and
we hope that by the end of the year the last step will have been reached
and success wil lbe our achievement.
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Earl Anderson
Jackie Aramaki
Hulda Lu Bent

Domonic Besso
Marjorie Culp
Vincent Colzani

Millard Billstrem
Harry Easterbrook
Emma Erdie

Virginia Evans
Clyde Forsythe
Fae Goetzman

Mabel Grames
Kell Grange
Emma Gunderson

Don Hanson
Gordon Holdaway
Warden

Holdaway

/

Lea nor Howlett
Paul Hreinson
Enid Hunt

Harold Johnson
Karma Johnson
Malcolm Littlejohn
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Rose Markasek
Charllot Mathis
Elizabeth Mathis

Lawerence Maurer
Junior McIntire
Wilene McMullin

Vera Mills
Ellen Miner
James Monroe

Danny Morley
Midori Nakano
James Naylor

Ruth Palmiere
Jack Perea
Mary Perrero

Junior Perry
Vera Peterson
Wesley Petty

Jack Redd
Harry Redford
Fae Reese

Ida Reed
Bill Rehor
Doyle Richards
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Hardy Roberts
Helen Sermos

Eileen Simpson
Victor Silvagni

Hal Shultz
Elizabeth Stevensen

Lillie Tidwell
Herbert

Ungricht

Rulon Ungricht
Myrra Williams

Wanda Warren
Herndon Virdon

/

Jack White
Neva Williams

Darwin Reese
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DEON CHAPMAN
President

LUTHER LOWRY
Vice-President

FRESHMAN
The 1933-34 freshmen
nated

"F" burning

to the Carbon
be coming

school
their

Immediately

but a larg e representation

made

larg e number
A good

of really being

part

fun of the green,
classes.

freshmen

The "Get-Acquainted

Party"

of freshies

present

classes of the school.

was mastered,
trying

Lloyd

Claire,

outstanding

Walsh,

and

and

activities.

Bob Gunderson.

As advisors

to be diligent

1937 is going

We hope to graduate

to make our school

lively spirit.

In any of the

Luther Lowry,

-,,;e selected

workers for our class .

bigger

with all our aims fully accomplished
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held this

part.

have p roved to be faithfu l and have uphe ld the standards

The class of

with a

Many of us have taken

our class ~~ e: Deon Chapman,

Smith and Mr. Bithell, whom we found
officers

success,

cooperation

was usually ·seen taking

chosen to represent

Jack

to find the rooms of

at the yell contest

in assembl ies , plays, footbal l, basketba ll, and other

The officers

it.

to enliven the party.

in most of the school activities .

freshman

This

the rest of the

was a great

showing of pep was made by the freshies

a green

for who should

and we all en joyed

blundering

are represented

school doing,

wDy.

fo llowed a mad scramble;

initiated

illumi-

of a new class of freshies

of the remaining

In thi s contes t the c lass showed

Freshmen

the addition

the first week of schoo l our daily routine

various

year.

OFFICERS

off their first year of school with a large

on the hill to announce

was our first experience
After

CLASS

started

High School.

JACK WALSH
Se c retary and Treasurer

M"iss
Our

of our class.

and
.

better

in every

Jennie A lice
Max Allred
Barbara Aplanalp

Carol Bartlett
Fay Branch
John Causer

Juanita Chapman
Cyril Cluff
Dottie

Dalton

Dorothy Day
Ilene Draper
Mildred

Egan

Joe Galliard
Merline Grange
Bob Gunderson

Naomi Ha ll
Edward Harding
Barbara Henrie

Billie Johnson
He len Johnson
Dorothy Jorgensen

Meta Kamper
Billie Lines
Marie Marshall
Page
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Ralph Marsing
Annie 0/iveto

Helen Pappas
Douq/as Olsen

Carl Reichert
Carol Richens

Loraine Virden
Herman Seppi

Jack Walsh
Helen W a/lace

Marc Woodward
Wanda Williams
Tom Draper
( Picture omitted)
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/

ATHLETICS

Coach

Preston . Summerhays,

J immie Redford, Vernon Mills, Harold Patterick, Luke Pappas, John Tezek, Jack Ararr.aki, Ross Oliveto,
Mont Jewkes, Cecil Spigerelli, Jackson Jewkes, Don Snow.

Gabrie l Simone

_L

/
Frank Grecco,

Clyde

Forsyth, Ar mond Vecchio, Carl N ewman, Loui e De An ge les, Gu s Lauris , Frank Equinta, LaVar Johnson, J immie Colza ni
Enlo Clontz, Tony De An ge les, Tony Ni castro, Brice Redd

FOOTBALL
The Carbon grid squad started the 1933 season by a practice
game with Spanish Fork. In this game Coach Summerhays gave his
green material a chance to play in order to get a line-up for the
season. The score was 14-0 in favor of Carbon. The following week
the team journeyed to Salt Lake and tangled with Granite High.
It was a well played game, but the Farmers proved the stronger.
The score was 19-0 in favor of Granite.
In the next game the team played very well and a 6-0 defeat
was the sad story South High had to return home with. In its next
game East High defeated Carbon by one point. This proved to be
the most exciting game of the season.
Although the Carbon team was greatly outweighed the y overbalanced the Springville eleven. Carbon was given the game on
yardage. This victory gave the Miners a chance to enter the semifinal state tournament.
The following week the Carbon team journeyed to Brigham
City to play the Box Elder Bees, but the game ended, 3 1-0, in favor
of Box Elder.
Carbon had a very successful fo otball season, going as far as
the semi-final in the state tournament.
Next year the y will be a
strong contender for the state championship.
The Season's Summary
Carb on
Carb on
Carbon
Carb on
Carbon
Carbon
Carb on
Carbon

.
.

... 14

0

............ .... .. ..... ......... . 6

......... .............. ... .......... ... 12
.......................... .............. 13
... 18

.

0
·································· ··· 0

Spanish Fork ................. ...... ......... 0
Granite .................................... .. ... 19
South High . ........................ ............ 0
East High
................
13
Moab ................... . ........... .
0
Park City .
0
Springville
0
Box Elder .............................. . ..........31

TOTALS
Carbon .

.63

Oppo nents .
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......... 63

COACH
PRESTON SUMMERHAYS
I he athletic teams of Carbon have rea great deal of praise for their
work this year in football, baskettrack. The boys certainly deserve
the · cere appreciation of the entire school
or t eir work. But there is one who had
· r- ed constantly for the success of Car1¥" 's Athletic Tearns; he has ~pent hours'
er 7chool training the boys so that the y
PRESTON SUMMERHAYS
igh brrng more success to Carbon. We
Coach
know ± at while the boys have worked hard, the backbone of the teams
_;..,<l
en Coach Preston Summerhays, and the success of Carbon's
ti earns has been due to his coaching.

CHEER LEADERS
Every game ~uring the entire year found Ernest, Barbara, and Bevin
on the job. They led the students in peppy yells during every game to
cheer the teams on to victory. At the first of the year, in order to make
it possible for all the students to learn the school yells, the cheer leaders
had booklets, containing all the yells, printed. The cheer leaders financed
this project by getting advertisements from the business houses in town.
The splendid work of the cheer leaders has helped Carbon "on to victory."

/

ERNEST SOOK
Cheer Leader

BARBARA APLANALP
Assistant Cheer Leader
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BEVIN MACBETH
Assistant Cheer Lead er

COACH
PRESTON SUMMERHAYS
1 he athletic teams of Carbon have received a great deal of praise for their
splendid work this year in football, basketball and track. The bo ys certainly deserve
the sincere appreciation of the entire school
for their work . But there is one who had
worked constan tl y for the success o f Carbon 's Athletic Tearns; he has ~pent hours '
after school training the boys so that they
PRESTON SUMMERHAYS
might bring more success to Carb o n. We
Coach
know that while the boys have worked hard, the backbone of the teams
has been Coach Preston Summerhays, and the success of Carbon's
athletic teams has been due to his coaching.

CHEER LEADERS
Every game a'uring the entire year found Ernest, Barbara, and Bevin
on the job. The y led the students in peppy yells during every game to
cheer the teams on to victory.
At the first of the year, in order to make
it possible for all the students to learn the school yells, the cheer leaders
had booklets, containing all the yells, printed.
The cheer leaders financed
this project by getting advertisements
from the business houses in town.
The sple ndid work of the cheer leaders has helped Carbon "on to victory."

I

ERNEST SOOK
Cheer Leader

BARBARA APLANALP
Assistant Cheer Leader
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BEVIN MACBETH
Assistant Cheer Leader

LOUIE DE ANGELES
Captain

HARO LD PATTERICK
FRANK GRECCO

FRANK GUNDERSON

BASKETBALL REPORT
Carbon had a very successful season, winning the championship of
Region Five, but due to a slight mishap was unable to enter the RoundRobin Tournament.

Out of eight games played Carbon won seven and

lost one.
League Games
January

12, at Carbon ...

January 24, at Carbon .................... ....
January 26, at Greenriver ..

..... Carbon ........... 64

Ferron

...... Carbon .......... .45

Huntington .......... 28

.Carbon

...31

February 2, at Central

.....Carbon ........... 25

February 9, at Ferron ..

....Carbon ..

February 16, at Huntington
February 21, at Carbon
February 23, at Carbon ..

Carbon

.... 39

...... Carbon ...........49
.......... Carbon .

.... .48

Gr eenriver .......... 26
Central

.....39

Ferron ............. .... .37
Huntington

..37

Greenriver ....... ..23

....Carbon .......... 37

Central

........ .......... . ... .338

Opponents
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....30

..... 22

........ 242

DON

SNOW

JIMMIE

REDFORD

CECIL C HRI STENSEN

TONY DE ANGELES

JACKSON

BASKETBALL
Carbon's

basketball

prospects

JEWKES

REPORT

for a good team looked very poor

at the beginning of the season but the outcome was very good.

Practice Games
December 8, at Carb on . ......................

....Carbon

...48

Rooseve lt ........... .4 I

December

15, at Carb on ............................ ....Carbon .

... 39

Uintah .... ............ .44

December

16, at Carbon

..Carbon

.... 38

Uintah ....... ....... ..40

December 21, at Carb on

...Carb on

..3 I

Wasatch

....42

December 22, at Carb on

......Carbon

.... 34

Wasatch

.. .43

....Carbon ........... 18 Uintah .

.......... .40

Januar y 5, at Uintah ..

/

. ...

Januar y 6, at Uintah

........ Carbon ..

.....24

Uintah

.49

Januar y 13, at Carbon ........ .... ..... ........... ...... Carbon

.51

Moab

...24

Februar y 27, at Moab ..

.JI

Moab

...... 39

C

............ ............ Carbon

314
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362

Ar chery

C o ntest

Gir ls' Volleyball Champ ions
Second Period G ym Class

GIRLS' ATHLETICS
This is the first year the boys have recognized the girls
as athletes.

The girls have resolved to show the rest of the

school that they have girl athletes.

The girls have had bas -

ketball, volleyball and track tournament s, besides this the y
have had archery and horseshoe contests.

All of the girls

who have taken part in thes e activities are going to enter in
the posture parade to be held in Provo this spring . The
girls have worked hard for their success and we hope they
will accomplish everything they aim to do in the field of
athletics.
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ACTIVITIES

EARLENE DURRANT
CORA

FULLER

PAULINE GORDON
ELMA BEHUNIN

ORA TORY

GLADYS HANSON
VIVIAN

AND

PEACOCK

MR. GLEN GUYMON
MISS KATE SMITH

READING

The art of speaking is assuming more and more importance in
Carbon High. The S. A. R. Oratorical contest tasked the very best
ability of the judges to pick the six best contestants for the finals.
The winner came up through very keen competition.
The finalists in the S. A. R. were: Earlene Durrant, Pauline
Gordon,

Cora

Fuller, Mildred Cook, Gladys Hanson, and Elma

Behunin.
The reading contest created a great deal of interest in school.
The two winning readers were: Vivian Peacock and Frances Bernardi.
A great deal has been accomplished

in public speaking this

year and we hope the interest created this year will continue to grow.
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PAULINE GORDON

MARION

ANNE GEORGELAS MARSDON HENNINGSON

TWISS
MALNO

JOHN

GEORGELAS

REICHERT MR. CLAUDE EGGERTSEN

Coa ch

DEBATING
Debating

has at last been recognized

as one of the most outstand-

ing activities in school. Mr. Eggertsen and the various debating managers
have worked for three years to awaken the school to the fact that we
have a debating team, and at last their work has been awarded.
This
year the debating team went to Provo to the speech contest sponsored
by the Brigham Young University. The team, which consisted of Anne
Georgelas and Maino Reichert, affirmative; Pauline Gordon and Marion
Twiss, negative,

/

was awarded

second place in the contest.
Maino Reichert was awarded one of the four gold medals given
to the four outstanding debators in the High School Tournament.
The
students who were fortunate enough to make the debating squade were:
Anne Georgelas, Maino Reichert, Marion Twiss, Pauline Gordon, Marsdon
Henningson, Anna Larura Watkins, Nida Golding, and John Georgelas.

Due credit goes to the debating team for their splendid work, but
the success of the team is due to the ceaseless efforts of Mr. Eggertsen.
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FERRELL PETERSON

MR. THOMPSON

Assistant

Ad vise r

DON SNOW
Ath let ics

THE

Editor

RAY WHITE

MYRLEEN EVANS

C a len d ar

Editor

Society

CARBON

STAFF

Memories,

enchanting , fleeting,

sad and happy.

This is yo ur story

of the school year,

1933-34. We

hope this book brings back the memories of happy
spent.

school days

well

If this volume can success-

fully preserve these memo ries, then
we have been well repaid for th~ long
and arduous task of compiling and
MALN O REIC HERT

editing .

Editor
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KARL HARMON
Snapsh ots

MAXENE SCHLEGEL
Typist

MARC WOODWARD
Hum or

THE

GEMMA SEPPI
Typist

CARBON

STAFF

We know this book is not perfect.
We have done our best and we hope
that to some extent, the fruits of our
efforts
/

have fulfilled your expecta-

tions, " to its virtues ever kind, and

to its faults a little blind."

We hope

yo u like it.
JOHN TEZAK
Business Manager
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THE

SCHOOL

PLAY

Under the capable direction of Mr. Glen Guymon, this year's school
play, "The Whole Town's Talking," proved to be an outstanding success. A capable cast, a cleverly written comedy plot , and elaborate
new scenery comparing with that of other schools in the state, contributed to the excellence of this very entertaining performance .
The members of the cast displayed unusual abilities in both comedy
and dramatics.
The play enjoyed crowded
houses for four performances
and
.financial returns proved the enthusiasts' statements that after the first
performance the Whole Town Was Talking .
The Cast
Che ster Binney
Ethel Simmons
Mr. Henry Simmons
Mrs. Simmons
Roger Shields
Letty Lythe
Donald Swift
Sadie Bloom
Sally Otis

. Kay Bunnel
. Earlene Durrant
Francis Bernardi
Nadine Gleason
Dominic Besso
. Myrleen Evans
Darre ll Watkins
. Karma J ohnson
Winnie Garlick

Lila Wilson
Maid
Taxi Driver

. Fay Geotzman
. Hazel Christensen
June Thayne
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V

SENIOR

PLAY

"Mary's Other Husband," annual senior play, directed by Miss
Virgie Mulliner, proved to be delightful entertainment and was presented
in Castle Gpte and Helper as well as Price.
The story centered around a young wife, Mary, whose mania for
spinning whoppers finally gets her into trouble. When her Aunt Emmy
unexpectedly pays her a visit, Mary presses her long-suffering husband
into service as a butler. When Auntie insists on seeing the husband, Mary
secures a quick-witted stranger and passes him off for inspection. Mary
and her two husbands are soo n in hot wafer, but not until she has manuevered her husband to the threshold of jail does she halt her wild
pretending.
The cast was enriched by a tough but sentimental jail-bird, a comic
maid, and a policeman who was a masterly bit of satire.
The Cast
/

Mary Marshall
Harv ey P. Marshall
Dr . Gerald Niles
Stella .
Sylvia A llen .
Aunt Emmy Paisley
Limpy Laningan
Florence Aimslee
O'S -hea .

. Virginia Lee
Rupert Burgess
. Lee Empey
. Olive Pappas
. Vivian Burn
. Marie Louise Cances
Ferrell Peterson
Maxene Schlegel
William Cassad y
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KIWANIS

PLAY

"Parents Are A Problem," an American comedy in three acts, was
presented at the high school Februar y 15- 16-17, under the auspices of
the Kiwanis Club.
This play was another production of Mr. Glen Guym on, and under
his skill direction the cast reached dramatic heights. The cast presented
five performances, all of which were well attended by enthusiasts.
The financial returns of "Parents Are A Problem" will be used to
buy new bleachers for the athletic field .
THE CAST

. Vernon Mills

Uncle Ben Biggers .

. Vivian Peacock

Bobbie Bounce
Ronnie Neil

. June Thayne

.

Kimball Ruggeri

Mrs. Bounce

Cecil Spigarelli

Mr. Bill Bounce

Jimmie Redford

Dick Marshall

. Gus Vouro~

Judge Jones .

Naomi Hall

Mrs. J ones

. Carl Hanson

Johnny Jone s
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ST ATE

CONTEST

NUMBERS

On March· 29, the Delta Theta Dramatic Club of the Carbon
School presented,

County High

under the direction of Mr. Glen Guymon, the state entries 1n

the vocal solo, one-ad

play, mixed quartet and dramatic reading contests.

"Passing By" and "Kiss Me Again" were sung Cecil Christensen, tenor. "Oh,
No, John, No," and "The Bandelero," Francis Bernardi, bass.
the Night," and "Trees," Pauline Olsen, contralto.
Alice Carlson, soprano.

"Ships That Pass In

"A Dream," and "II Bacio,',

A mixed quartet composed of Alice Carlson, Ruth Grous s-

man, Cecil Chri stensen, and Francis Bernardi sang "Deep River," and "Sunrise and
You."

Vivian Peacock read "Two Masters," and Francis Bernardi read "Submerged."

"Where Do You Spend Your Nights?" a one-act comedy-drama,

was presented.

Included in the cast were Jean McIntire, Winnie Garlick, June Thayne, Earl Holbrook,

/

Darrell Watkins, and Francis Bernardi.

The play was written by Mr. Guymon.

We

hope to win, through these brilliant dramatic students, more honor for Carbon High.
Good luck, contestants.

The program was presented three times and proved very

successful.
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CARBON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL BAND
Carbon County High School Band has won national recognition in both playing and marching, placing

I st division in

m.:1rchingand 2nd division in playing at the 1933 National Band
Contest in Evanston, Illinois. Carbon's first band, in 1924, consisted of eight pieces, four of which were saxophones.
1925 the band has grown from an eight-piece

Since

untrained band

to a champion band of over I00 members.
The members of the band and the students of Carbon High
wish to extend to business houses and partons of the Carbon
County High School their sincere appreciation for their splendid
support and cooperation

which has made the success of the

band possible.
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BAND

TROPHIES

Carbon's slogan has always been, "Bring home the bacon!"
but the band has now changed it to "Bring home the trophies!"
The first Band trophy was won in 1930 at Western Slope Band Contest held in Grand Junction.

/

During the next two years the band won the lntermounta'in
Band Contest held in Price. After these victories the band members
determined to attend the National Band Contest at Chicago in
1933. For a whole year the slogan was, "On to Chicago." And on
June 6, I933, eighty-three band members left for Evanston, Illinois
for the contest where they placed first division in marching and
second division in playing. Several soloists placed in first and second
division. In 1933 the band won the lntermountain and State band
contests. As the grand finale of the band's success, the Utah State
and lntermountain Band Contest was held in Price, April 19-20-21.
The 1934 band contest was very successful and an estimated crowd
of thirty thousand visitors thronged Price throughout the three days
of the contest. More success to you, Carbon County High School
Band.
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ORCHESTRA
The o rchest ra of the Carbon County High Schoo l ha s this year shown a marked
stride in musical attainment.
With suc h an energetic group of wo rth -while musicians,
under the capable baton of Mr. E. M. William s, t he o rganization has rapidly advanced.

MIXED

CHORUS

The mixed chorus, under the capable direction of Mr. Glen Guyman, has made
a great deal of progress this year.
Every day dur.ing seventh period could be heard
the melody of the mixed chorus which made all the students want to stop work and
listen to Francis and Alice sing.
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GIRLS' GLEE
The Girls' G lee of this year is the most outstanding group of its kind the school
has ever had , The girls entered the State Glee contest held in Price where they
placed very well.

BOYS' GLEE .
This year the Boys' Glee has shown outstanding ability and have worked themselves to the top. They have entertained in various programs during the year where
The boys placed very wel l in the State G lee
they have always been well received.
contest held in Price .
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WILLIAM CASADAY
Captain

JACK BOTTINO

ALEX BENE

JUNE THAYNE

LOUIE DeANGELES

HAROLD PATTERICK

RUPERT BURGESS

NO RMAN BRAY

HALL POLICE
The Hall Police system has been a very efficient
but perhaps

not too popular, activity

The Student

and important,

during the last two years.

for the year.

Police and their Captain

Since that time their work has been very splendid,
has been a bit embarassing
engaging

the Hall

Council, at the first of the year, selected

conversation,

at times to be told, in the middle of

to "move on, please."

Since the organization

of the Hall Police, the congestion

halls has seen a marked decrease.
part in this activity

even if it

deserve

in the

All of the boys who have taken

the sincere appr e ciation of the entire

school.
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ORGANIZATIONS

VIRGINIA
LEE:
President

NADINE GLEASON
Vice-President

MARIE

LOUISE CANCES
Secretary

MRS . BESS JONES
Advisor

GIRLS' LEAGUE
At the first of the year the Girls' League was divided into
several

clubs, which were formed

volunteers.

Louise Hvala formed

Burn, the Character
Club; Anne Georgelas,

Club;

under the leadership
the Reading

Earlene

Durant,

of

Club; Vivian
the Etiquette

Dramatic, and Mrs. Jones, the Hiking

Club.
On the twenty -first of March an assembly
honor of the mothers
served

who

were

invited .

was given 1n
Luncheon

was

to them in the dining room at twelve o'clock.

May 4 was a most memorable
was carried on with a beautiful
of Carbon

day-Girls'
theme-a

Day.
credit

The day

to the girls

High.

Much of the credit is due to our able adviser, Mrs. Jones.
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. ,,• • ,
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•

HAROLD

PATTERICK
President

'

•

....•••• -· • •• ....• ••••
•·-•. -·•••••-------- --·-

GLEN GUYMON

VERNON

MILLS
Vice-President

THE

PRESTON SUMMERHAYS
Ad visor

Ad viso r

BOYS'

LEAGUE

Has any old fellow got in with the boys?
out:

If so, put him

This was the spirit in which the Boys' League was organ-

ized, in order
better.

that the b oy s might be able

to

cooperate

All the boys ha ve lived up to the motto of the league

very well. The y have made a great deal of progress
ing the boys closer together

in order that they might accomJ

plish more than the y could if they were unorganized.
Day activities

were enjoyed

the admirable

spirit disolayed

classes.

by all the students,

Much of the success enjoyed

of

Mr. Guymon

and

The Boys'
because

of

by all the boys in the various

during this first year of organization
efforts

in bring-

by the Boys' League
has been due to the

Mr. Summerhays,

advisors.

The Boys' League has been very successful this year and we
all hope

that

even

a better

spirit

of cooperation

among the boys next year due to the Boys' League.
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C

~

PEP CLUB
Ethel Coli
President

Gemma Seppi
Vice President

Myrleen Evans
Secretary -Treasurer

Virgie Mulliner
Advisor

Florence Christensen
Advisor

Maud Crawford
Reporter

Gunda Anderson
Helen Barboglio
Marie Baxter

Pauline Bunnell
Vivian Burn
Marie Louise Cance~

Alice Carlson
Frances Coli
Lillian Dart

Lydia DeAngele s
Barbara Dodge
Earlene Durrant

Jessie Ellis
Cora Fuller
Anne Georgelas

Nadine Gleason
Norma Hamilton
Mary Kavenaugh
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PEP CLUB
Isobel Koelling
Alma Krissman
Alyce Zupon

La Ree Larson
Mary Littlejohn
Katherine MacKnight

G enevieve Maloney
Gertrude

Marshall

Edna Matson

Virginia Malaker
Wanda Miner
Frankie O'Driscoll

Charlotte Moffitt
Thelma Nezos
Vivian Peacock

Aileen Radcliff
Norma Ranta
Melba Richens

Kimball Ruggeri
Maxene Schlegl
Cleo Shepherd

Olga Silvagni
Hannah Snow
Maunty Whitemore
Josephine Lambson
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SENATE CLUB
Harold Patt erick
President

Alex Bene
Dominic Bonacci

Jack Bottino
Norman Bray
Rupert Burgess

Wi lliam Casaday
Harry Clark
Ernest Cook

Jack Curtis
Lee Empey
Ray Hassinger

LaVar Johnson
Jack Jones
Vernon Mills

Earl Perkowski
Ted Reese
Jimmie Redford

Oris Simmons
Don Snow
John Tezak

June Thayne
Max Thorn
Ray White
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HERBERT ADAMSON

ELDON OTTESEN

SENATE
The Senate
ha s enjoyed
composed

Club, aided

CLUB

by two very competent

advisers,

a very succ ess ful yea r. The club this year was

of a lively gro up of t we nt y-five bo ys who· were not

afraid of work, and who wanted to help the school.
The· meetings

were held every Tuesday and were very suc-

cess fu l a lthough there ofte n we re heated
Spotty

arguments

between

and Pat.

Pre sident Pat has pro ved to be an able leader and an ambitious wo rker .

Eve ry time something

happened

in the school,

the Senate Club was right in the middle of it . Among the good
deeds done by the Senate Club were:
the candy was good.
teachers

Ask Jack " Babs " Bottino.

Helped

the

at th~ football games, and "were we tough? " Watched

the halls during classes to prevent
lockers.

Painted the " C "- and

unnecessary

visiting of the

Ushered at all the plays .

The Senate Club has been very active during the year and
we know their good work will continue throughout
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other years.

KAY BUNNELL
Pres id ent

NADINE GLEASON
Vice -President

VIRGI NIA LEE
Se c retary

GLEN G UYM O N
A dv iser

DELTA THETA CLUB
"We are getting more dramatic, and I'll tell you the reason
why-Ki! Yit With this lively club song in mind the club members have had a very joyous and act ive year.
The club wasn't organized until after Christmas but the
various activities which it has put forth, has made up for lost
time. Their assembly was considered one of the best of the
year, this was only one of the many activities this club has
performed.
The Delta Theta Club sponsored a contest play which tied
for fourth place in the state contest at Provo April 9.
The Delta Theta sponsored a contest play, "Where Do You
Spend Your Nights," which was written and directed by Mr.
Guymon, advisor of the club. The play, the cast, and the elaborate stage setting was very highly praised by the judges of the
State Play Contest which was held April 4, in Provo.
We feel that if the Delta Thetians respond in the coming
years as they have this year the Dramatic Club will be among
the leading clubs of the school.
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MA LN O

REIC H ERT

PAU LI N E G O RDON
Vice- Presi d e nt

President

RUTH GR O USSMAN

LOUDSPEAKERS
Resolved, That debating
tivities in school.
Mr. Eggertsen,

CLAUDE

Secret ar y-Tre asu rer

EGGERTSEN

Ad vis er

CLUB

has become

There is no negative

one of the ma1or ac-

to that question.

Under

adviser, and the club officers, the LoudspeakerS'

Club has enjoyed the most successful year since its organization.
At the first meeting
interested

in debating,

was giv"en, the interest
The state
features

debate

of the year there were many students
and after
became
question,

"Resolved,

of the United States,"

classes, under the auspices
The class debating
decisions

very close.
Sophomores

The sch o ol debate

alternates,

question

That the essential

a permanent
was debated

part of the
in the various

of the Loudspeakers

series

were

The Juniors

Club.

very

interesting

won

first

and the

place,

Seniors

third, and Freshmen fourth.
team, consisting

Anne George/as , affirmative;
negative,

debate

much greater.

of the NRA should become

government

second,

the state

of Maino Reichert

Pauline Gordon

with Anna Laura Watkins

and

and Marion Twiss,

and Marsdon

placed second in the Debate Tournament

Henningson
sponsored

by the Brigham Young University.
Debating,

under the Loudspeakers

the major activities
recognized,

in school,

it will continue

and

Club , has become
since

it has

to be an outstanding
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one of

once been
activity.

KARMA JOHNSON

DOTTIE DALTON

MISS LARSON

MISS SIEFKE

HOME ECONOMICS
The Home Economics Club is composed of thirty members.
The
outline of the year's activities was arranged by the officers at the first
qf the year. It was decided that the members should meet twice each
month.
H. E. C. was one of the first to present a contest assembly.
The
program came on Hallowe 'e n and consisted of a dance by masked
dancing girls and a spooky one-ad play called "The Ghost Hunters. "
An outstanding event in October was our initiation services. They
were very impressive and distinctive and gave imp o rtances and prestige
to our organization.
In November the club sponsored a fashion show and lecture given
by the McCall Pattern Company for all the girls in sc hool.
In December we held a part y honoring Ellen H . Richards, founder
of home economics. At Christmas time we had a second o ne entertai ning the members with games, white elephant gifts and refreshments.
Our semi-monthly meetings ha ve been both entertaining and educational.
In Februar y we studied cosme ti cs. Talks we re given on th e
cosmetics of the different races ; on the false advertisements
of cosmetics in the new spapers and magazines o f today. The drug stores loaned
us different grades of cosmetics t o use as illustrative materials.
A buyer
of ready-to-wear
of o ne of the local stores gave us an illustrative discuss io n, showing mate ria ls that are being featured in the spring.
In order t o raise money for H . E. C. pins the club held a doughnut
sa le o n Saint Patrick's Day. The sale was cleverly advertised in assembly
the previous day, so we had no trouble in disposing of our "mountains"
of doughnuts.
During April we studied the dress of other countries.
Tal ks on
customs and ideas of foreign cost umes and a Danish play was given. The
year's activities were concl ud ed by a picnic in th e hills.
The officers of the club were: president, Karma J o hnso n; vice-president, Dottie Dalton; secretary and treasurer, Virginia Evans; reporter,
Alice Rathmill, a nd song leader , Carol Bar tl ett.
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NORM A RANTA
President
2nd Semester

YUTA YAMASKI
President
Ist Semester

EDITH PERRY
Secretary and Treasurer

THE GIRLS' ATHLETIC

MISS SMITH
Advisor

CLUB

The purpose of the Girls' Athletic Club is to foster a spirit of
sportsmanship, self-reliance, initiative, and fair play, and to promote
physical efficiency among girls of the club and of the school.
The following successful tournaments
have been sponsored
during the year: volle yball, which was won by the second-period
gym cla ss ; basketball, which was won by the G. A . C. Special
awards were given to the winners of the basketball tournament.
Five teams entered the series. A foul-pitching contest, which was
won by Mildred Egan. Tennis, horseshoe, archery and track competitions were held in the spring.
Fo r girls taking part in the various activities, a point system was
adopted in which the girls having the highest number of points were
given an a ward.
The G. A. C. aids e very gi rl to enjoy a happier life , to develop
higher idealism in athleti cs, and to feel a general interest in all
sports.
Our aim and ambition is to find a sport for every girl and
a girl for e very sport .
The officers for the first semester were: Yuta Yamaski, president; Pauline Fossa+, vice-president;
and Alice Iwamoto, secretary
and treasurer.
The second semester officers were: Norma Ranta,
'president; Esther Woodbury, vice-president ; and Edith Perry, secretary and treasurer .
Miss Kate Smith, the adviser
deserves much credit for organizing
cooperation.
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of the G . A. C., certainly
this club and for her splendid

LETTERMAN'S

CLUB

Club Slogan : "Athl eti cs Fo r A ll"
The Block "C" Letterman' s Club was orga nized for the purpose
of improving the standards of athletics in the Carbon County High
School, and to strive t o develop higher ideals of sportsmanship.
It
endeavors to promote social activities fo r the school.
Its important
factors are the engag ing of unint erested
boys to participate
in the
var iou s activities within the sc hoo l a nd to imp rove the sc ho lastic records
of the participants by setting a st anda rd that they must reach in order
to be e ligible to tak e part in th e activities. This is the fir st organiza ti on
of this kind in th e Carbon County Hi gh Schoo l.
On February 23, a soc ial event was sponsored by th e Letterman's
Club after Carbon's victorious basketball game with Central . On March
8, 9, and IO the club promoted an Independent Eastern Utah Basketba ll
To urnam ent. Then came April 6th. We again see its member s in action.
This t ime the y declared a Boys' Leag ue Day. First the boys are seen at
a tu g-of-war tr ying to outp ull th eir oppone nt s and pull th em thro ugh
a deep mud -ho le . Next th ey are seen indulging in foo tball . The seniors
were doing their utm ost t o prevent th e marauders from cross ing their
goal . One week e lapses and they are seen deeply indulged in gratifying
their enormous appeti t es at a banquet held in th e Grill Cafe to ce lebrate their successful first year of organization .
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FERRELL PETERSON

MAXENE SCHLEGEL
MAUNTY

WHITMORE

E. M. WILLIAMS

MUSIC CLUB
One of the outstanding clubs of our school is the music club.
ing the past year the y have frequently contributed
What has 'the music club done this year?

Dur-

to our enjoyment.

The boys' and girls' glee clubs

have sung for several club meetings, assemblies and entertainments

of

different ki'nds.
The orchestra has furnished music for a number of school and class
plays which have been given for public

entertainment

and for the

student body.
The meetings held by the club throughout the year have been educational as well as entertaining and the y have all been thoroughly enjoyed
by the club members .
Mr. Williams, the advisor, has been diligent in his effort to install
· into the members of the club a keen appreciation
We feel that the club has experienced
all have been benefited by its organization.
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of music.

a very successful year and

CARBON HIGH
Rugged, Staunch.
Loyal to Its Surroundings

FEATURES

TYPES
Tommy Talent

Acheles Athletic

FRANCIS BERNARDI

JACKSON JEWKES

The one man show. We have

Regular Herbert he-man, in fact

learned from very reliable sources

he's about

that the girls would rather listen

tough.

to him than go out. Hence all his

killer-and

Carb on's champion

Look out,

he's a man

a lady killer.

pocket money.
Polly Pep
Tessie Talent

ISOBEL KOELLING

VIVIAN PEACOCK

Swishing along on life's aero-

It's a great thing to be so smart

plane, getting excitement out of

that you don't have to study, and

the commonest of things. Trouble

can do the things you want to do.

doesn't trouble her. After all, it's

We have heard that she can miss

best to get a kick out of every-

her classes a month and still get

thing.

"A."

Sally Sophistication
Campus Co-Ed

VIVIAN BURN

MYLEEN EVANS
Gertie Get 'em.
about it.

With the shift of the hip and

Rather easy

Does it from sheer in-

the tilt of the head, enter sophistication personified.

Vast exper-

stinct, in fact. 'Tis said that when

ience and the regal air-hence

she even looks at one of the male

the name.

sex, he starts to crawl and beg for

Donald Demon

mercy.

ERNEST COOK
Campus Sheik

Without a doubt the meanest
boy in school. With a yell, a bang,

HAROLD PATTERICK
Just a gigolo, every where you

mognaphone,

go, yo u can find them all around
you.

and a clash he appears. With his

Tis known from his own

baratone

and his

voice, he keeps the entire school's

original information, that he car-

nerves jagged.

ries rocks in his pockets to keep

seems to be one main topic of in-

the girls from completely
merging him.

sub-

terest,
trials."
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"Virginia

However, there
Lee

and

her

TYPES-Continued
Willa Well-Dressed

Alicia "A" Student

MAUD CRAWFORD

LOUISE HVALA

Just one look at this dame r-efleets

While the rest of us are busy

her papa 's pocket-book.

wasting our time , she is busy cram-

Charm and personality make up

ming her head with the gray mat-

the attraction-quite

ter . Would that there were more

the attrac -

tion.

like her to do our work for us.

Willie Well-Dressed
Sammy Scholar

JUNE THAYNE

BOYD GUNDERSON

His chic clothes are the envy of

We call him "Kid" for kidneys.

all the boys in school.

It's cer-

He's so smart he has Bright's di-

tainly an advantage to be so busy

sease.

taking care of your clothes that
you don 't have time to study.

Betty Beautiful

Suzan Sweetness

VIRGINIA BRANCH

ETHEL COLI

A dame with her looks doesn't

Shy, charming, and innocent .

need any brains. But here we have

We have heard it's only a "line,"

brains plus beauty. What a com-

but nevertheless, one look, and

bination.

the male element is floundering
helplessly.

Harry Handsome

Eddie Etiquette

LOUIE DeANGELES

HARRY CLARK

To the disgust of all the boys

He's the delight of all the girls

and the despair of all the girls,

and the despair of all the teachers.

just a smile, just a glance, just a

Late to every class because he

lift of an eye-brow and you are

was busy holding the drinking

sold for life. Wotta man!

fountain for the girls.
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THE JUNIOR

PROM

The annual Junior Prom was held "Under the Sea" with the
Juniors, their friends and classmates attending in the gayest of
spirits.
The decorations were elaborate consisting of sunken ships with
all their treasures; beautiful mermaids; all species of fish; and beautiful shells and sea weeds and foliage.
The programs were in the shape of a sea shell and were colored
in beautiful pastel shades.
The juniors promenaded from a huge sea shell on which the
motto: "Build Thee More Stately Mansions O My Soul!" was written.
The Prom was under the supervision of Miss Veronica Heinlien
and Mr. Seville Flowers, assisted by a special decoration adviser,
Mr. S. A. Olson. With Earlene Durrant, Mary Elizabeth Beveridge,
and Norman Bray acting as chairman of the music, decoration and
invitation committees, and Jack Jones as general manager, this
Prom proved a very successful and elaborate one.
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HONOR CLUB
An Honor Club, iniated by Mr. Hamilton, was put into effect by
the Girls' League. The Honor Plan, upon which the club was founded,
consisted of the following laws: The Law of Leadership, The Law of
Courtesy, The Law of Honesty, The Law of Sportsmanship, The Law of
Dependability, The Law of Cleanliness, and The Law of Cooperation.
Those students who desired membership in the Honor Club made
an application which contained the reference of three persons with whom
they had close association. The applicants were rated by their teachers
on each of the laws, after which they were considered and voted upon by
the Honor Committee,
consisting of Louise Hvala, Vivian Burn,
Genevieve Maloney, Mary Elizabeth Beveridge and Ray White, who were
appointed by the Student Body Council, and the faculty members,
Mr. Olsen , Mr. Summerhays, and Mrs. Jones, appointed by Mr. Hamilton ,
who was an honorary member.
If applicants were passed upon favorably by the Honor Committee, they were given a probation badge to be worn six weeks. After
that peri0d of time, the probation members, if deemed worthy, were
presented with the final honor pin.
The purpose of the Honor Plan was to encourage and to aid
students in character development; and to stress the importance of
character in one's life.
This purpose was thoroughly appreciated by most of the members
who have strived to live up to the principles reprnsented by the Honorary
Plan, and it can truthfull y be said that they have succeeded. They have
developed higher ideals and principles of life which will prove to be of
inestimable value throughout their lives.
It is hoped by every true student of Carbon High that the Honor
Club will be a permanent organization of the school, and that it will be
developed to a greater extent by future students of Carbon High, that
its membership will increase in the years to come and, that character
will finally be recognized as the only solid foundation of a happy and
successful life.
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Confessions of A Coed
Sept. 5.
Dere Mae:
Well, I planked down my five bucks
and got my blue card. I lamped all the
gang and I think I knocked them for a
roll.
Sept. 6.
Dere Mae:
It looks as if I'm in for a long seige
of using my cranium. Gosh, you ought
to see that new teacher of ours. I don't
know his name but hes the original answer to a maiden's prayer.
Sept. 7.
Dere Mae:
I don't like that new teache r.
likes Helen Memmott.

He

Sept. 12.
Dere Mae:
Faculty assemb ly, and we gave them
the merry ha-ha.
Sept. 14.
Dere Mae:
Class elections today .
made a big
hit. I wrote the names on the board.
Sept. 16.
Dere Mae:
We sure have a swell footba ll team .
Its in the pink of condition even if there
is some green wood in it.
Sept . 18.
Dere Mae:
I don't think I'll ever pass geometry.
We have the cutest football captain.
Sept. 20.
Dere Mae:
Some of those Senators painted the
"C," looks to me like they got most of
it on themselves.
Sept. 22.
Dere Mae:
Assembly . Not so hot. Pat already
has a girl friend. Had a swell time at
the Get-Acquainted
Party. I met a
swell Senator and I think I've got him
on the run.
Sept. 27.
Dere Mae:
Don+ tell nobody, but I think something's the matter with the Peppers.
They've got their hair tied up and everything.
Sept. 28.
Dere Mae:
I heard the Senators won some kind
of a contest or something. They' re
going to have their "34" on the Wood
Hill.
Sept . 29.
Dere Mae:
Our football team came out at the
wrong end of a one-way argument with
Granite High.
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V

Confessions of A Coed-C ont'd
Oct. 4.
Dere Mae:
The band played some of last year's
music.

Oct. 6.
Dere Mae:
They picked out Cecil Christensen for
the worst strutter, 'er stutter, 'er sumpin',
anyway he's the drum major. P. S. They
picked out that little boy with the big
voice , Ernest Cook , for cheer leader.

Oct . 7.
Dere Mae:
I heard that Carbon beat South 1n a
football game.

Oct.

11.

Dere Mae:
Boys and gir ls meeting, but I went
in with t he boys 'cause Pat was in there.

Oct. 13.
Dere Mae:
I heard there was a party for the
seniors and juniors. I wish I could of
went .

Oct. 14.
Dere Mae:
East High beat Carb on, but we don't
ca re , our coac h is the cutest.

Oct. 20.
Dere Mae:
I sure came to school dressed up like
a nut. But it was alright everybody
else did, too. rtwas misfit day .

Oct. 24.
Dere Mae:
Carb on skinned old mean Wo lf Moab
but it was just in assembly.

Oct. 25.
Dere Mae :
Carb on really did skin Big Mean
Wolf Moab, 13-0.

Oct. 26.
Dere Mae:
The teachers are sick of school so they
went on a vacation and gave us a rest.
Mr. Hamilt on and Mr. Chri stensen got
some important office in at institution.
Nov. I.
Dere Mae:
The H. E. C. had some swell ghosts
in assembly but t hey forgot the black
cat.
Nov. 2.
Dere Mae:
All of the classes stretched their
lungs for the yell contest tomorrow.
Nov. 3.
Dere Mae :
The girls league made a machin e t o
make peop le ove r. I'll bet if I came out
like Fae Geot sman Pat would like me.
The sen iors surely can ye ll. They won
the ye ll contest.
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Confessions of A Coed-Cont'd
Nov. 4.
Dere Mae:
Carbon beat Park City.
Nov. 6.
Dere Mae:
Mr. Christensen spoke to us today.
We had some guys from Spa in. I like
Spain . Had a matinee dance.
Nov. 10.
Dere Mae:
No school today. Everybody went to
Springville.
Nov. 13.
Dere Mae:
We tied with Springvi lle, but I guess
Pat slid more yards so we won the game.
Nov. 15.
Dere Mae:
Senior assemb ly. Those kids surely
can gossip.
Nov. 16.
Dere Mae:
The footba ll ....team is ready to beat
th e Box Elder Bees.
Nov. 20.
Dere Mae:
Carbon came limping home. Those
Bees stung them sumpin' awful.
Nov. 22.
Dere Mae:
Boys and g irls meeting. I went walking with the boy friend.
Nov. 24.
Dere Mae:
Loudspeakers Club gave a hick par ty.
I don't know how loud they can talk,
but they can't dance either.
Nov. 30.
Dere Mae:
No schoo l today. I have a date with
a fifteen-pound turkey.
Dec. 4.
Dere Mae:
A Mister Wilson ta lked to us about
Africa.
Dec. 7.
Dere Mae:
The whole towns ta lking about Kay
and Ear lene's technique. Won basketball game with Roosevelt, 46-4 1.
Dec. 12.
Dere Mae:
I heard there 1s to be a Pep-Senate
banquet.
Dec. 13.
Dere Mae:
Boys and Girls' meeting. The boys
had a fashion show. Wonder how Pat
looked in Fae's evening dress.
Dec. 14.
Dere Mae:
"The Whole Town Talked" for the
students .
Dec. 15.
Dere Mae:
Basketba ll with Uintah but no score .
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V

Confessi ons of A Coed-C ont 'd
Dec. 22.
Dere Mae:
Santa Claus dressed
up like Mr .
Flowers and visited the assembly . He
gave some of the kids presents.
Dance
in the gym . Me rry Christmas!
Jan. 3.
Dere Mae:
The teachers spend one week with the
unburied dead .
Jan. 8.
Dere Mae:
If I could grow a beard
I'd get a prize.

by the

19th

Jan. 9.
Dere Mae:
Some peop le from B. Y. U. gave an
assemb ly. That one kid made a swe ll
chief. I'd be his squaw any day .
Jan. 10.
Dere Mae:
Boys and Gir ls' meeting.
All the
seniors have new rings. Wish I had one.
Jan. 11.
Dere Mae:
When do the leaves begin to turn?
That's easy-the
nig ht before exams.
H ence the quiet st udy ha lls.
J an . 12.
Dere Mae :
C a rbon beat Ferron, 64 -30.
Jan . 16.
Dere Mae:
Looks like we're going back to the
stone age with all these be ar ds.
Jan. 17.
Dere Mae :
Went t hrough
asse mb ly.

Ye llow Stone

Pa rk 1n

J an . 3 1.
Dere Mae :
The sophomores told us about Indians
in assembly.
Feb . 11.
Dere Mae:
They showed us pa rt of " Pa rents A re
A Prob lem" so we'd come to see t he
rest. I cou ld give t he cast some poi nts
in how t o ha nd le parents .
Re b . 14.
Dere Mae :
lsnt it surprising how much fres hmen
know? C onsider the va lentine t hey presented to Mr. Olsen.
Feb. 16 .
Dere Mae :
" Parents Are A Problem" was presented.
They don't know the ha lf of it.
Feb . 28.
Dere Mae :
The juniors gave an assemb ly 'cause
it was my birthday.
I'll bet the juniors
have spent most of their "daze" in a
bar-room.
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Confessions of A Coed-Cont'd
Apr il 9.
Dere Mae:
Marks, not grades, came out today.
Nine-tenths of the school are a ll " I."

March 7.
Dere Mae:
The men and women faculty members
tried to see who is the longest-winded .
Mr . Hunsaker and Mrs .
It's between
Jones, according to the Senate Club.

April 12.
Dere Mae:
The boys are all practicing for track.
From the shape they are in they need it.

March 14.
Dere Mae :
All the countries in the world come
to assembly. I heard someone say they
were only t he Pep C lub.

April 19.
Dere Mae:
A ll the people in Price moved out so
that the band contest could move in.

Marc h 2 1.
Dere Mae:
Boys' and Gir ls' meeting.

April 20.
Dere Mae:
No school for us on account of becuz
we're having a band contest.

Marc h 23.
Dere Mae:
I heard the seniors gave "Mary's
Other Husband." That's the best thing
they ever gave but I don't want any
husband no one else wants.

April 21.
Dere Mae:
Carbon band strutted its stuff and
showed the other schools how to march.
I Ii~ the band contest 'cause the cutest
kids stayed with us.

March 28.
Dere Mae:
The Delta Theta gave the state contest play. Winnie and Darre ll a lmost
caught the stage on fire.
April I.
Dere Mae:
Easter Sunday for most people but
just plain old work day for the debate
team. They are debating on C . C. C.,
N. R. A. or S. 0. S.-or some part of
the alphabet.
Apri l 4.
Dere Mae:
The p lay cast and the debate team
we nt to Provo. Wished I cou lda went.
We had an assembly.
April 6.
Dere Mae:
Our debate team got second place.
Maino Rechert and three other kids won
medals for being the longest winded
debaters in the tournament . But that
medal ain't gonna get Ma ino no grade
in geometry, 'cause Mr . Bithe ll said so.
Had a swell time 'cause t here wasn 't
no school. It was Boys' Day.
April 7.
Dere Mae:
The play cast and debate team finally
I heard Mr. Eggertsen
come home.
simply had to drag Marion and Maino
away from those two cute Vernal boys.
or
They said they liked to debate
sumpin'. (Oh! Yeah!)

May 4.
Dere Mae:
Girls' Day, and all the boys just stared
when I come out in my new white dress.
We all had a keen time at the dance .
Senior Day.
Dere Mae:
The rest of the school wuz sure lonesome without the seniors. This is going
to be an awful school next year without
Pat.
Any Day.
Dere Mae:
The Carbons come out today. They
might as wel l close school now 'cause
the kids ain't got any time to studythey have to sign Carbons.
Award Day.
Dere Mae:
A lot of the kids got Carbon metals
and awards, me and some others didn't
get any though.
Commencement Day.
Dere Mae:
I a lways thought those seniors were
kinda hard boiled but you shoulda seen
how they slobered all over each other.
I sure wish they wasn't graduating ,
'cause I like them. Give my love to your
Ma.
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Carloads

of love, your friend ,
PERCILLA.
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HUMOR

PERFECTION
THE PERFECT MAN OF
CARBON HIGH

THE PERFECTGIRL OF
CARBON HIGH

(And Wotta Man)

Perfect?And How!

He must have the fo llowing:
I. The height of Tony DeAngeles.
2. The width of Louie DeAnge les.
3. The avord upois of Brice Redd.
4. The legs of Johnnie Tezak.
5. The pants of Lawrence Zobell.
6. The feet of Marc Woodward.

I. The height of Norma Hami lton.
2. The shape of Vivian Burn.
3. The hair of Myrleen Evans.
4. The eyes of Maunty Whitmore.
5. The eyebrows of Lillian Dart.
6. The eyelashes of Beatrice Day.
7. The nose of Gemma Seppi.
8. The smile of Maxene Sclegel.
9. The chin of Virginia Lee.
I0. The dimple s of Maud Crawford.
I I. The sop histication of Karma Johnson.
12. The clothes of Vivian Peacock.
13. The legs of Gunda Anderson.
14. The comp lexion of Olga Silvagni.
15. The neck of Helen Barbog lio.
16. The personality of Charlotte Moffitt.
17. The sense of humor of Kimball
Ruggeri.
18. The integrity of Fern Kofford.
19. The teeth of Maino Reichert.
20. The wit of Barbara Aplana lp.
2 I. The sweetness of Ruth Groussman.
22. The excitement of Grace Tallerico.
23. The demureness of Vi r g i n i a
Branch.
24. The charm of G eneveve Maloney.
25. The voice of Pauline Olson.
26. The preserve rence of Pauline
Gordon .
27. The sportsmanship of Dode Lambson.
28. The d--- foolishness of Nadine
G leason .
29. The intelligence of Louise Hvala.
30. The come-hitherish look of Edith
Beard.
31. The noise of Isobe l Koelling .
32. The will power of Marie Louise
Cances.
33. The technique of Katherine MacKnight.

7. The ears of Sam Demman.
8. The eyes of Kay Bunnell.
9. The mouth of Doran John son.
I0. The hair of Gus Doulas.
I I.
12.
14.
14.
15.

The
The
The
The
The

nose of June Thayne.
chin of Car l Reichert.
teeth of Dominic Besso .
hair cut of Harold Patterick .
complexion of Ja ck Walsh.

16. Tlie blush of Rupert Burgess.
17. The shoulders of Elma C ollingham,
18. The technique of Don Snow.
19. The honesty of BiII Ca ssady.
20. The ambitions of Ernest Cook .
21. The experience of Spotty Mills.
22. The indifference of Bevin McBeth.
23. The brilliance of Harry C lark.
24. The danger in the eyes of Jimmi e
Kissamatakis.
25. The fatherly temper of Cecil
Christensen.
26. The athleti c abilit y of Tony
Nicastro .
27. The affection of Francis Bernardi.
28. The personality of Jerry Robert s.
29. The social aspiration of Darrel
Watki ns.
30. The high ideals of Har old Bowns.
31. The scholarship of Lee Empey.
32. The manliness of J immie Redfo rd.
33. The bashfulness of Ray White.
34. The toughne ss of Frank Grecco.
P.S. He must a lso be ab le to da nce like
Mr. Hunsaker.
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WHAT EVERY YOUNG CARBON STUDENT
SHOULDN'T KNOW

Why Mr. Morgan is a changed man.

Where Helen keeps the key to the
publication room.
Why the bookstore is so popular as
a hangout for unemp loyed teachers.

When Mr. Thompson learned the hulahula.
Why Harold Patterick won't give the
girls a tumble.

How Mrs. Flowers got her man.
Why Norma and Elmer stand half the
evening on the canal bridge.

Who Don Snow writes love sonnets to.

What Vernon Mills and Vivian Burn
do fifth period in the publication room.
Why Maino Reichert has a picture of
the football team in her room.
What foul, heartless demon makes
that rotten egg gas in chemistry .
Why Mr. Gus Gymon insisted on
showing Kay how to kiss Earlene.
0

What Helen Memmo+ and Mr. Guymon were doing in Mr. Guymon's office
(?) the other day?
Why Coach Summerhays goes to Salt
Lake every week-end.
Why Mr. Olsen is so cross 1n school
after he has spent the night waltzing
with his son.
Why we think Miss Mulliner 1s being
Frame-d .
W hy the gir ls love to see V. E. Wi lliams blush.
Why Hortence Rule 1s so interested
in Wasatch Academy.

Why Virginia Lee took Advanced
Algebra. Was it because Ray Hassinger
was taking it.
What Alice Carlson did to Francis
Bernardi to make him so sweet and
gentle.
What causes that look of utter content on Blackie Greeco's face when he is
with Louise Fausset .
How Santa Claus felt when his stomach fell on the stage.
Why all the brunettes insist that
Myrleen Evans bleaches her hair.
Who is wearing Pat's Senior ring.
Why Irma Storrs' heart turns loopde- loops when she sees Johnnie Tezak.
W hy Florence Thomas has put Donald
W hitford out of circulation.
W hy all the girls want Jerry Roberts

to get a permanent.
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CORNER

OUR POET'S

ODE TO MR. BITHELL

THE LITTLE LAMP

(Dedicated to Maino Reichert)

(Dedicated to Harry Clark and
Neva Wi lliams)

Mr. Bithell is the teacher I shall not pass;
He makes me show my ignorance before
the class.
He maketh me draw odd figures on the
board for my grade's sake.
Yea! though I study 'till midnight . . ..
I shall gain no geometry; for propositions bot her me while coro llaries
throttle me .
He prepareth puzzles for me in the
presence of mine enemies.
He giveth me low grades, while my
curses runneth ove r.
Surely zeros and incompletes will follow
me all the rest of life.
And I shall dwell in the geometry class
forever.

In the little parlor there were three;
She, the little lamp, and he.
Three is a crowd, no doubtSo the litt le lamp went out.

(Dedicated

to Norma Hamilton and
Elmer Collingham)
book,
look;
Book neglected, ·
Flunk expected.

A boy-a
A girl-a

(Dedicated to Vernon Mills)
Now I lay me down to sleep;
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
If I should die before I wake . . .
Thank the Lord I'll have no test to take .

(Dedicated to Johnny Tezak)
Johnny walked along the railroad track,
He didn 't hear the bel l,
The train went on to Halfa x ...
We know where you think Johhny went;
But he didn't-he was on the other track.

YOU GUESS
Mr. Thompson found a ten dollar
bill. With this he paid a bill to his
butcher. The butcher used the same bill
for pay ing his baker. The baker used
the same bill for paying his physicia n.
The physician owed Mr. Thompso n ten
dollars so he paid him with the same
bill. Mr. Thompson then discovered that
the bill was counterfeit. Who lost and
how much?

PERFECT THIRTY-WHATZIS
(Any girl weighing over I I0)
8reathes there a dame with a soul so
dead,
Who never to herself hath said,
for the best"I'm overweight-that's
That's my resemblance to Mae West."

THE SENIORS
(Dedicated to the Seniors
Lives of Seniors all remind us,
We should strive to do our best,
And departing, leave behind us
Notebooks that will help the rest.
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SCHOOL DICTIONARY
Athletics:
killing time.
Ain't:
anything.
Bell:

A systematic

method

of

Idea:
Something
upon a sophomore;

Jazz Quartet:
Piano , violin, drum and
cornet -Harr y's howling success.

Verb used with "no" meaning

Signal to begin

Nothing:
C o llective noun defining
what one knows after graduation.

talking.

C omposition : A mechanical mixture
comprising
two ounces of dry facts,
moistened with a dash of midnight oil,
and sp rinkled with a dash of oil and
some ink blots.
Caterpilla r :

An upholstered

Chemistr y:

A study of nature.

Periods:
information.

Forty-five

Permanent:
long time-like
age.

Debate:
A kind of a bait indulged
in by oral expression sharks.
Two of
these sharks will quarrel for a time until
one gets "de" bait all for himself; the
other one usually gets "de" hook.

Quitation:
tion.

Opposite

S. for Stretch:
prison or school.

Time you've served in

Suffix:

Syllable

Shave:

Short cut to beauty.

added

on before.

Freckles on a fish.

Translation:
lines.

Reading

between

the

Three-Minute
Recess:
Time to learn
something we want to know.
Vacation:
Thin, jucy
a thick sta le sandwich.

Flunk: Beyond power of definition
description.

Vacuum:
man's ears.

or

Glee Club: E. M. Williams' memorable melodiously modulated
malifyious,
melancholy moans, and mildly musical
multerations.

to waist

gradua-

Somewhere:
A town, presumably in
northern France, often spoken of but
never seen.

Scale:

To waste away.

Energy gone

from

Usually by the teacher.

Facu lty:
Bunch of men a nd women
hired to he lp the senio rs run t he school.

Hug:

of mis-

Not forever but for a
hair or teeth or marri-

Recitation:

Decomposion:
Composition's
"condition the day after the teachers'
criticism."
English: Certain rules for decreasing
one's knowledge of the mother tongue.

minutes

Physics:
A study explaining the effect of feminine magnetism on report
cards.

worm.

Dignity: From English "dig" meaning
to work hard , and "nit"-not.
Hence
one who does not work ha rd , as a fresh man or a teach~r.

Evaporate:

that usualy dawns
cause unknown.

Space

film between

between

a

fresh-

X: An unknown quantity used when
referring to a Math. student's mind.
Zero:
Figure that gives arithmetic.
students cold fee+ when they see it ir.
a problem.
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SHAMPOO

THE MAGICIAN

(Hears All, SeesAll, TellsAll)
Dear Shampoo:
I am fifty-eight years old and never
been kissed yet. Have I missed anything?
Faculty Member.

Dear Shampoo:
How is it that we never hear a typewriter going in Mr. Hamilton's office?
Ray White.
Dear Ray:
Mr. Hamilton tells us that he has a
typewrter that is perfectly noiseless. He
says she doesn't even chew gum.
Shampoo.

Dear Faculty Member:
Its too late to find out now.
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo:
Jack Bottino is a terrible pest . How
ca n I keep him away from me?
Helen Barboglio.
Dear Helen:
The best way for a girl to keep a man
at a distance is to chase him.
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo:
Do you be lieve in love at first sight?
Ja ck J ones.
Dear Jack:
Love at first sight isn't impossible,
but it is always well to take off your
spectacles and take a second look.
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo:
What is love?

Dear Shampoo:
I just got the fo llowing invitation to
a party:
(Dear Handsome:
Come up and see me some time.
War Department).
don't know any girl by the name
of "War." Should I accept?
Han dsome Student.
Dear Handsome:
I advise you not to if you know what's
good for you.
Love,
Shampoo.
P. S. These modern girls are so strange.
Dear Shampoo:
How long should a girl's skirts be?
Don Whitford, Holly, Bryner,
Gabriel Simone.

Mr. Flowers.
Dear Mr. Flowers:
Love is the feeling that makes a woman make a man make a foo l out of
himself.
Love,
Shampoo.

Dear Boys:
A woman's skirts should be like a
short story, long enough to cover the
subject, and short enough to be interesting .
Thank you, call again - any tme.
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
Why are lipstick and flypaper alike?
Myrleen Evans.

Dear Shampoo:
Are bow legs a sign of courage?
Vernon Mills.

Dear Myrleen:
They both catch careless creatures
that stop to investigate.
Shampoo.

Dear Spotty:
They are, espec ially if their
wears a short skirt.
Shampoo.
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owner

SHAMPOO THE MAGICIAN-C ontinued
Dear Shampoo:
When a girl says, "You flatter me so."
What should you do?
Harold Patterick.

Dear Shampoo:
I hear that Mr. Merrill is going to
name is new dog Jason . Why?
Nosey Jose.

Dear Harold:
Do so.

Dear Nosey:
Because he will be hunting for Fleece.
Thank you, call again .
Shampoo.

Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo:
Why do they ca ll money "dough?"
George C. Morgan.
Dear Mr. Morgan:
I don't know. It must be a terrible
mistake, because dough sticks to your
fingers.
Sympathetically,
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo :
How do you "Bust Weeds?"
Harold Mangum.

Dear Shampoo:
Why is it that Joho1nie Tezak always
runs wfien he sees Ma ino Reichert's little
Green Ford coming?
Curious.
Dear Curious:
Which way?
Shampoo .
Dear Shampoo:
Does a certain junior still love me?
A Lonesome Freshie.

Dear Harold:
How do you?
I don't.
Shampoo.

Dear Lonesome One :
What makes thee so bashfu l. my
child?
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
Are American wives very lucky?
Mrs. Merrill.
Dear Mrs. Merrill:
I snould say not . When a Mexican
wife tires of her husband, all she has
to do is persuade him to be a candidate.
L.ove,
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo :
What is it that makes me love Mr.
Gu ymon so?
Red-Lipped G irl.
Dear Red Lips:
Don't be bluffed. C lothes often fake
a man.
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
I want to give Kay a little parting
advice . What should I say?
Gemma.
Dear Gemma:
Tell him to put a little water on the
comb.
Shampoo.
Dear Shampoo :
Do you t hink that thirty is a nice age
for a lady?
Mr. Adamson.
Dear Mr. Adamson:
It is. Especia lly if she is forty .
Shampoo.
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SHAMPOO THE MAGICIAN-Continued
Dear Shampoo:
Does Mr. Guymon like red hair?
Madame X.

Dear Shampoo:
Why is it that such few middle-aged
fad?
men take up the bare-headed

J.B. T.
Dearest Madame X:
Upon consideration of the fact that
you have ask the question as to whether
or not Mr. Guymon likes red hair, I have
finally come to the conclusion that you
had better consider to ask Helen Memmott.
Shampoo.

Dear Byron:
Because they realize that it 1s easier
to check a hat than a cold.
Shampoo.

-

Dear Shampoo:
When is a man old?
Mr. Hamilton.
Dear Norman:
A man is old when he can pass an
a
apple orchard and not remember
stomach ache.
Shampoo.

Dear Fortune Seeker:
I don't dare tell, because the secret
to success is a secret to too many
people.
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
Why is a ripe old age nothing to brag
about?
Father Time.
Dear Father Time:
Consider the tomato.
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
Why do most married couples have
fewer arguments in the winter than 1n
the summer?
Mr. Hunsaker.
Dear Mr. Hunsaker:
Some husbands wear ear-muffs in the
winter.
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
Have we any self-made
bon High?
Alexander

Dear Shampoo:
What is the secret to success?
Fortune Seeker.

Dear Shampoo:
I want to call on Maxine Schlegl. How
shall I go about it?
Handsome.

Dear Handsome:
Why not be a bill collector?
Shampoo.

Dear Shampoo:
I want my boy to become a football
What would you advise?
star.
Vernon Merrill.

men 1n CarDavenport.

Dear A. D.: (after death)
Yes, but the trouble is, they quit too
early.
Shampoo.

Dear Vernon:
Let him play with mud pies while he
is little and maybe he will be a great
halfback on rainy Saturdays.
Shampoo.
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THE INTELLECTUAL INTELLEGENSIA
The Class of "34" S0n1e Twenty Years Hence
Don Snow-Future
assistant to assistant
vice president of the Garbage
Collectors' Union of Carb on County.

Ellis Peacock and Earl Perkowski-Strong,
silent men of the Laurel and H ardy
type.

Frank Farleno and Brice Redd-Ambition: To impersonate Tarzan.

Florence Thomas-Aim:
To change her
signature to Mrs . Donald Whitford.

Genevieve Maloney-Teacher
of geometry so she can teach Mr. Bithell.

Harr y Clar k-Aim : To be Mr. E. M. Williams' star border.

Hortence Rule and Virginia Lee- Prob able fou nd ers of an anti-Mr.
Egg e rtson 's history class so ro rit y.

Maud Crawford-H
e r infectious smile
will make her a fortune in t oot h-pa ste
advertisement s.

Tony and Louie DeAngeli s of De A ngelis
& DeAngelis, school for teachers.

Cecil Chr istensen-A
Irma Storrs-Visitor

Isobel Koelling-St rife of life: To have
a voice like Mr. Eggert son's and use
it with such ease a s Graham McName e .

Rudy Vallee.
at schoo l.

Marie
Louise Cance s and Adlleine
Piacitelli-Aim:
A partnership to re duce geometry to a state of isoscoles
and equ iangularities.

Jimmi e Redford and Vernon MillsAmb iti'on: To put Clark Gable and
C o . among the unempl oyed .

Jack Bottino and Helen Barboglio-The
way of all flesh-poor
children.

Lylas Henr i-Yodel
Al ps.

Mazel Harmon-An
auto
mechanic
teacher to teach Mr. Jeppson.

expert

in the Swiss

Harold Patterick and Johnnie TezakJohn Gilbert and John Barrymore,
respectively . A lso managers of a
correspondence
course, Romance in
Five Easy Rounds and How to Clinch.
Grace Tallerico and Glenna AllredTwo rea so ns for Mr. Wrigley's succes s.
Ray White-A

heart

specialist.

Frankee O'Driscoll - Aim: To be
Mr. Guymon.

near

Cecil Spigarelli - A diminutive urchin to
double for a giraffe in a circus .
Norma Hamilton and Elmer Collingham
-The
Princess and the Pauper (or
papa).
Ferrell Peterson - Ambition: To be
great man like Ferrell Peter so n.
LaRee Larson and
Society slaves.

Wanda

Miner-

a

Naomi Overlade and Jean MalekerPerpetual motion, I 00 per cent talkie .
Max Thorne-Ambition:
To be ab le to
find his way to Dusserres corner blindfolded to meet Charlotte Mathis.
Bernice and Marie Baxter-Ambition:
To be strong an silent like Mr. Mor gan in first period sociology.
Enlo Clontz,
of C lontz,
attorneys,
ability to

Carl Cook, and Joe Corak
Cook and Corak, divorce
considering their invenerfeminine onslaughts.

Vida Bently-Aim:
To improve her intoxicating feminine smile for men.
Mark Tanner-Amb
ition: To wipe his
greasy hands on the plush cushions
of Mr. Jeppson's car.
Maunty Whitmore-Aim:
To play "Our
Colors Were the Blue and White "
(funeral march).
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THE INTELLECTUAL INTELLEGENSIA-C ontinued
Margurite Nicolas and Thelma NezosTrain ed nurses in the biggest hospital
in t he country.

George Tidwe ll-Aim:
To be a bookkeeping teacher when he grows up.
Ethe l Coli - Aim:
H oldaway.
Melba Richens-Aim:
Egyptian henna.

To

be

Mrs.

To advertise

Dean
Mary Vorgenic and Josephine Romano
-Going
to funerals on Sunday and
washing clothes on Monday.

true

Vian Wall
and
Lear
Powell-Tent
stretchers for a side-show.

Rita Espinosa and Jena Della CortezMarathon dance rs when out of emp loyment.

Keit h Kissell-To
write great Russia n
speaches and be an orator fresh from
the south pole.

Pauline Fassat and Anne MontoroSchoo l teachers that wear horn-rimmed glasses.

Nadine Gleason-An
old maid teaching
vocal and dramatics.

Maud Fuller and Nedra Monroe-Associate reporters for a smalltown newspaper.

Ferron Gardner and Jack Curtis-Aim:
To invent a machine for passing notes
on the sly in a high schoo l hall.
Wallace Mathis-Aim:
To be a great
catt le man like Henry Ford.

Lynn Morgan-Owner
of a grocery
store in Nevada (or some place) .

Edna Matson and Norma Ranta-Ambition : To survive after at least a half
year of Spanish.

Velma Juvan and Florienne KabonicLonesome lovers (waiting for love,
"or sumpin'.")
Mercy Haycock and Ellen HemmingMarie Louise and The Empres s Jo sephine, respectively.
Elizabeth Hurst and Sadie HurskainenRivals of the Nile.
Loraine Liddell and Florien LarsonPresident s of the Ladies' Aid and the
Relief Society.
Louise Leautaud and Vera Fazzio-Finishing school (co llege).
Emily Plue and Rose Poglajin-Staying
in bed in the morning and reading
the funnie s.
Thomas Petersen
and Jack PereaWorking for the C. W . A.

Bessie and Olive
and Hemstitch,

Pappas of Hemmer
dressmakers .

Anne Georgelas-Aim:
To be a successful and happy mother-in-law.
Cleo Shepherd-Heart's
Desire: To impersonate Mrs. Don Snow.
Lee Empey-Aim:
To run competition
to the neighbor's baby with his clarinet on a night like this.
A lice Rathmill-Aim : To play shadow
to Maino Reichert.
Nettie Bertola-Aim:
to dumb Frosh.

To teach

sew ing

Yvonne Dusserre -Aim:
To fall heavily
for ye honorable
Carbon
business
manager .
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THE INTELLECTUAL

INTELLEGENSIA - Continued
Bev in

Rupert Burgess-Not
by any means giving a freshman a hard-boiled, hall cop
look.
Lucille and Connie
of alimony .

Mc Beth-

Na po leo n

was

sma ll,

too .
Myrlee:'
West's

Babcock-Colledor-s

Evans- Aim:
swagger .

To

have

Ma e

Charles Miller-Not
by any means t o
flirt with gir ls from Kenilworth .

Ray Ha ssinger- Hi s recent encounters
prove that he is preparing
for entangl e me nt at the altar .

A gnes Branch-We
wouldn't spoi l ou r
school-girl comp lexion by riding to
schoo l in a bus .

G emma Seppi-To
design
of Venus De Milo .

Charlotte
Moffitt
and
Eliza Ma ry
Kavanaugh-Their
on ly apparent aim
is to cause consternation among ranks
of the Women Haters.

Abe Bonza- Ai m : To make some sweet
girl happy .
Ma ino Reichert-Ambition
: To prov ide
an inst itute fo r homeless, aged, o ld
maids with her alimony money.

Francis Bernard i- A troubadour singing,
"I Love Me, I Love Myself."

Dean C lare -Aim:
A ssistant manager
and supe rviso r of an orphan 's home .

LaVon Rassmusse n and Virginia MayMan hat e rs, occasionally .

J ohn DeMarko-To
play the part of the
Big Bad Wolf for the Ch ildren's hour .
Katherine Douras- Amb ition : To totter
a crying child on her knee .

June Thayne-Just

Bertha and Rosa Mo ynie r of Mo ynie r
& Moy nier, private tutors of French.

Grant Edwards-Ah ! of what use 1s
Spanish if you can't brag of taking it.
C ar l Empey-

Harl o n Bement- Radiator sitter. Wats 'a
matter? Isn't Annabelle warm enough?
Domini c Bonacci -Bar

tender.

Helen Thomas - From appearances
Mrs. Jim Young .
Jessie Ellis-Look ing at
a rich housewife.

it sidewise-

-

a gigalo .

Hannah Snow-Ambition:
Manager of
a beauty salon, applying
cosmetics
with the same devastating
results.

Ji mmie Egan- Aim: To assist in a beauty
parlor with the dyeing of hair.

Olga Silvagni and Louise Hvala-Get
a patent on a system b y which freshies
can get "A" in C ommercia l.

the clothing

To impersonate

Don Juan.

G ertrude Marshall-Ambition:
To black
both his eyes and make him like it.
Frank Gunder so n: A very quiet, docile ,
hen-pecked
husband
of the early
eighties.
Lorna Shelton-To
look him straight
the eyes and say, "I do."
Henry Topolovic-Aim:
To double
an Egyptian Santa Claus.
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THE INTELLECTUAL INTELLEGENSIA-Continued
Wi lliam Ca ssaday- Ambiti on: To make
a larg e, brightly co lored col lect ion
of bracelets.

Louis Jone s a nd Marvin Mullins-Expe rienced investigato rs for the national fly-clean-up week.

Gus Do ulas and Ray Dow nard : We
swea r to tell the t ruth and nothing
but the truth so help us Mable.

Norma Dennis and Ruth Denni son-Aim:
To work in a candy sto re a nd be ab le
to chew all the gum they want .

Juanita Wilson a nd Gen evieve Wi lliams
- Ambi tion: To sit in a litt le gray
rocker and knit socks for the poor.
Anna, J ohn and Martina Ske rl-Of
Sker l, Skerl & Sker l, Tai lors and Bakers .

of ready -

Lyman Bay less-Recepticant
puns. Ba il us out.

for weak

Ruth Faddi s and Elaine Gammell-Aim:
To teach their chi ldre n afte r them to
make fun of poor innoce nt fr es hmen.

Ma xene Schlegel-A
second Edna Wallace Hopper (perhaps) .
Mary Skriner and Mary Russ- Hope to
be manager s of a paint factory someday (or cosmetics).

Serefine Nick-Manufacturer
made sp it-wads .

J ohn Howa-Aim:
To invent a system of
getting the girl out of the house wit hout waking the fathe r (not the RomeoJuliet method).
Mildred C ook and Juli a Branc h-Wi ves.

Clyde Mathi s and Eddy Marko se kAmbiti o n: To write another 'Tarzan"
book o r finish Buck Rogers.

Beatrice Day and Clell Davis-On
way to Reno (we suppose).

Harold Bowns- Aim: To boss ot hers
around as he ha s been bossed.

Nida Golding-To
need .

their

Edna Pulsipher and Lois Purd y: The two
seamtresses down on the co rne r.

A llison Brow ne-Garbage

J oe Ho lman-A

Jack Curti ss and LaVar Johnson-Poets,
pe rhap s.

pro fe ssiona l white wing.

Beth Hill and J osephine
Choru s girls occ a sio nally.

Nie lson-

man.

Frank J ames and John Bianco- Gr eat
big brave so ldiers. Oh! Yeah !

Franke Liddell and Cath e rine Pierc eSisters of supressio n (or depression) .

He len Bonacci and Elle n Dimick-Girl
. that ride in a rumbl e seat .

Lawerance

Ruby Morgan-Will
probab ly sit
nig ht s liste ning to a saxop hone.

Zob e ll-Sailor,

in name o nly.

Yuta Yamasaki-Aim:
To be a public
steno grapher (by popula r request).

s

up

Boyd Gunderson and Frances Myers Visiting a zoo.

Sanzo Yamasaki-Some
resting on c louds .

lonesome aviator

Martha Cortese
Contra st!

Steve Zaccaria
and
Official supervisors
cleaners union .

Ale x Darabanof the spitoon

Geno Saccomanno-Owner
store.

Ida Salzetti-Laundress!

or

help others in time

and

Helena

Bacon-

of a cigar

A lice Critchlow-Somebody'
s grandmamma (fift y years from now).
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JOKES
Alice Carlson:
"I'm ter ribly worried.
I wrote Francis in my last note to for get that I had told him I didn't mean
to recon sider my decison not to change
my mind, and he seems to have misunder st oo d me."
Mr s. E. M. Williams (coming into the
room une xpectedly):
"Well, I never-."
Neva:
"Oh, but mamma , you must
have."

Herman Seppi:
"The next time your
dog biies me I'm going to kill him!"
Marc Woodward:
"My dog did not
bite you, because, in the first place, my
d og did not bite you, and in the second
place , I keep my dog tied up, and in
the third place , my dog is particular
whom he bites, and in the fourt h place,
I haven't any dog in the first p lace."

Friend:
"What is you r son going to
be when he gets out of sc hoo l?"
Mr. Reichert:
"And o ld man."

Mr. Egg ertson (seizing little Ernest
Cook , as he left histo ry c lass): "I be lieve
Satan has a ho ld of you ."
Erne st : "Yes, 1-1-1-1believe he has
all right."

Kay Bunnel :
"Gosh, do you know
every time I breathe a man dies?"
Karma
J o hn so n: "Good
he avens!
Why don't you use Listeri ne? "

Mr. Otteson (in chemistry):
"What
does the fo rmula HCL sta nd for?"
Mar y Elizab et h Beverage:
"High
cost of living ."

Myrleen's Sma ll Sister:
"Ha, ha, I
saw you Riss sis."
Lee Empey: " Her e shut up. Put this
quarter in yo ur pocke t. "
Small Sister:
" H ere's
te n cents
change . o·ne price to all. I belong to
the N.R.A .
June Thya ne : "I once p layed 1n Uncl e
Tom's Cabin."
Ray White:
"Where they short of
hound s?"
Mr. Merrill 's Small Son: "Ma, would
daddy murder anyone?"
Mrs. Merrill:
"Certainl y not, dear ."
Son: "Well, when he was down cellar , I heard him say, ' Let's kill the other
two, Byron.' "
Luke Pappas : "I have a smart dog.
He tracked me for five miles one day."
Clark Morgan:
"Why don't you take
a bath and fool him?"

Mrs. Jones:
"What do you consider
to be the greatest
accomplishment
of
the Roman people?"
Dar win Ree se:
" Learning to speak
Latin."
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Ann Ge o rgelas (seating herse lf between two very much engrossed e lder ly gentlemen, exclaimed):
"A rose between tNo thorns."
"No," stated one, " rather a tongue
sandwich."
"Are you a good runner? " asked the
farmer of Gus Dulos who was applying
for a job on his ranch.
Gus said he was.
"Well ," said the farmer , "You can
round up the sheep."
After se veral hours Gus returned,
perspiring and out of breath.
"I got the sheep all right, but I had
a hard time getting the lambs. "
"The lambs? " said the farmer.
"I
haven't any lambs."
"Well," said Gu s, "they're in the cor ral."
There upon the farmer we nt to
investgate . In the corral with the exhausted shee p he found half a dozen
panting jack rabbits.
~

Mr. Seppi:
"Took you a long time to
say good-night t o Kay, didn't it ?"
Gemma:
"W e wer e sayi ng good night in Eskimo.'
Mr. Seppi:
"Why did it take you so
long?"
G emma:
"Well, yo u see, Dad, the
nights up there are six months long ."
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JOK ES-C ontinued

Marion Twiss: "Why of course, it's
connected to a dry cell."

Earlene: "Why does the whistle blow
for a fire?"
Rupert Burgess: "It doesn't blow for
a fire, it blows for water."

"Young man," said Mr. Adamson to .
Bevin McBeth, "you're not fit for decent
company; come with me."

Jack J.: "I wonder how Thanksgiving
originated?"

Marsdon Henningson: "You know my
hair is just full of electricity ."

Ellis Peacock: "No woman ever made
a fool out of me."
Hortence Rule: "Who did, then?"

"Mother, if I'm
Nadine Gleason:
studyinq when you come home , wake
me up ."
r.

Harry Clark (taking his watch from
under his pillow): "Quarter of eight and
mother hasn't come to wake me yet. I
shall ~ertain ly be la,\e for the bus if she
doesn t come soon .
r.

Norma:
"I don't see how football
players ever get clean!"
Gemma: "Silly, what do you suppose
the scrub teams are for?"

Mr. Olsen was lost on a country road,
he drove a long hunting for a sign post .
It was growing dark and still no sign
post, finally his wife said: "Steve, I think
I see a sign post."
Mr. Olsen stopped, got out, peered
up at the post, and finally climbed up.
He st ruck a match and read: "W ET
PAINT."
Mr. Hamilton to postman: "This
package from Chicago came through
in record time. How do you account
for it?"
Postman : "It looked suspicious, and
the boys thought it might have a bomb
in it."

Louie D.: "It was probably instituted
by parents whose sons had survived the
football season ."

Vernon: "You refuse my proposa I?
Is this absolutely final?"
Vivian B.: "Yes, indeed. Shall I return your letters?"
Vernon: "Please do. There is some
very good material in them I can use
again."

Harold P.: "Pa pa, did God make
man first and then make woman to
please men?"
Mr. Patterick: "Yes, and she did."
Har old : "But suppose God had made
woman first and then made man to
please women?"
Mr. P.: "Son, he would have been
tinkering away on Adam yet."

Maunt y: "Do you think that professor meant anything by it?"
Raldo: "What?"
Maunty: "He advertised a lecture on
'Fools.' I bought a ticket and it said,
'Admit One'."

George Wilson: "Did they take an
X-Ray of Isobel Kolligg's jaw at the hospital?"
Jimmie Colzani: "They tried to but
all they got was a moving picture."
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THE AD VER TI SERS
This book was made possible only through the contributions

of

the following business houses and high school patrons . These people
have supported you, students; and we believe that th ey are worthy
of your support :

Paragon Printing Company

Eastern Ut ah Electric

Rice Studio

Lewis Opti cal

Sun Advocate

Ca stle Valley Fruit Stand

Kelly Drug

Acme Cleaners

Schr9mm-Johnson

M ickey's Place

Lion Coal Company

Standard

D. &

R.G.

Motor

Compan y

Besso Shoe Repair

W. Railroad

Carbon Emery Bank

Strand Sweet Shop

Mutu al Lumber

Helper Furnature Company

Redd M otor Compan y

Blue H ill Dairy

Platis Candy

Bunnell Auto

John son and Vaught

Helper Drug

Price Tradl ng

Success Meat Market

First Na t ional Bank

Workmen's

G rill Cafe~

t?(o

Mercan ti le

·

~
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